should want men gifted as writers, speakers and
broadcasters with something of the crusading
spirit and a determination to give of their best.

The FO and the eggheads
How Whitehall schemed to
inveigle Michael Foot, Bertrand
Russell and a host of prominent
intellectuals into the official
propaganda machine. DUNCAN
CAMpBELL, with research by
ANDY THOMAS, uncovers the plot
to unleash OCPGDI (LlSC) upon an
innocent world.
IT IS 1949. Iron curtains have fallen in the pronouncements of statesmen throughout the
world. In London, the Foreign Office has been
at work through the long winter preparing the
final chapter in their propaganda plans.
They already had a department for sending
out official propaganda. They had created a
department for writing better propaganda, and
added that in. They had just invented the new
Information Research Department, dedicated
to the circulation of dishonest 'black' propaganda about Britain's foes. Now, according
to documents recently revealed at the Public
Records
Office,
was to come
the
masterstroke.

Every colour of propaganda was now being
churned out. The cause of the bureaucracy,
however, required 'a gap to be filled on the
positive side of our information work', R. L.
Speight, who headed the Information Policy
Department, minuted to Christopher Mayhew,
Foreign Office Minister of State.
Speight's idea was a secret committee to promote democratic ideals - 'a body of leading
figures working together on their own without
evident government sponsorship' but of course
'with the Foreign Office in the background to
give advice and guidance'.
It was to be a sort of Official Committee for
the Promotion of Great Democratic Ideals
(Leading Intellectuals Sub-Committee). The
task proposed was onerous:
It is not enough to awaken people to the menace
of Communism and help them to find ways to
combat it. They must also be convinced that
there is a better alternative and that the spiritual
and material welfare of the Western World can
be more surely promoted by developing and extending our Western democratic way of life
.
it is a task for outside talents of a high order
.
it will be necessary to secure the services of wellknown figures in different walks of life ... We

Moral glory must have radiated from the
Foreign Office's Whitehall palace as they
prick'd the names equal to such noble service.
OCPGDT (LISC) would be a government committee like none before. The following names
appear on the target list:
Bertrand Russell; Harold Nicholson; Professor Toynbee; Dr Alan Bullock; Michael
Foot; Professor William Robson; Professor
Trevelyan (probably too old).
These folk 'would be needed both to help us
with suggestions about publicity and to engage
in publicity themselves along agreed lines by
writing articles and books, giving lectures,
broadcasting and above all, by spreading the
gospel, amongst their own contacts both here
and on the continent' (my emphasis). 'The
persons chosen should be themselves men with
an intellectual appeal for we feel that one part
of the job- to be done is to influence the intellectuals in this country and on the Continent, although it will be equally important to
reach the masses'.
This brave venture would henceforth, it may
be assumed, direct the efforts of the intellectual community along the Foreign Office's
agreed lines. It would be a daring official
putsch against silly and unnecessary free thinking intellectuals who weren't thinkly freely
along agreed lines, nor rightfully spreading the
desirable gospel. Should these souls not be
recruited to OCPGDI (LISC) , other names
were suggested by the adventurous civil servants.- .
Or Michael Oakeshott (Nuffield College); Professor Joan Robinson (London University), heir to
Keynes and author of a critique of Marxist economics); Mrs Lindsay (Girton) and Professor
Herbert Butterfield.

There were also Professors Charles Webster
and D. W. Brogan who 'might be able to help
with suggestions although themselves scarcely
of the right calibre for the task'.
Last month, after these documents became
available, the New Statesman canvassed the
surviving prospective members of OCPGDI

(LlSC) to discover what, if anything
transpired. The names on this list were, indeed, an unusual selection as many of them
would, at one time or another, cheerfully have
contributed to the maximum destabilisation of
the British Foreign Office and many other
organs of government. Michael Oakeshott, for
instance, although indeed a conservative,
scarcely admits the validity of any government
regulation - certainly not intellectual regulation. Professor Oakeshott now writes:
I would have rejected any such suggestion out of
hand ... The project itself seems to me a piece of
pure fantasy devised by people hard up for
something to fill in the day at the office. And as
for the list of names suggested for the promotion
of this, or any other, gospel- it is farcical.

Professor Alan Bullock does not now recall
that the affair got further than Foreign Office
files. 'Common sense seems to have prevailed'.
Professor Joan Robinson was, she now
recalls, degrees more inclined towards Joe
Stalin than the Foreign Office at the time in
question. The characterisation of her work was
complete nonsense. She now writes:
I don't think it was necessary for them to set up
this organisation.
You can't bribe or twist
Thank God the British Journalist
But seeing what the fellow will do unbribed
There is now no occasion to.·
·Same applies to liberal intellectuals

- a slight adaptation of the well-known saw on
our profession.
Michael Foot does not recall being enjoined
to the aforesaid liberai intellectual crusade on
agreed lines, either.
Once half a dozen of these worthies had
signed up, the FO files reveal, there were plans
to 'exploit the media of the cinema and stage
(with) the co-operation of playwrights and film
producers'.
The Permanent Under Secretary then happily added his own suggestions to the intellectual
target list:
I would have Birley, Koestler, Barbara Ward, Rev
Collins, Denis Healey - rather younger and less
orthodox.

As far as the official files go (the nastiest and
most embarrassing material stays in the civil service and never makes it to the Public Records
Office), this was OCPGDI (LlSC),s penultimate moment. The whole momentous project
was submitted to Christopher Mayhew, Minister of State, who wrote:
.
June 20th 1949: I am very chary. Lyric poems are
not usually designed. The people who are on fire
with this theme (and they are the only ones who
can set others palpitating) do not need help from
us. They are impelled eg Koestler, Barbara,
Toynbee. Poets too, including even political
poets, make bad committee men.
I rather incline to pushing ahead with our
pedestrian labours of upsetting the old illusions,
which is a job for old lags like us and the FO and
letting the poets lay their love to the people whom
we disabuse.
.

Back at the Foreign Office. Cancel the plan.
The Minister won't play. So let's go back to the
old tricks: infiltrating newspapers, overthrowing foreign leaders. . .
0

